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Supply List
Collaged Jacket
Instructor: Bonny Voice
You will be combining/collaging fabric together to make your own one of a kind fabric. After
your fabric is designed you'll make it into a pattern of your choice.
First - let's talk about the pattern:
If you have a pattern that you love and it fits then use it. If you're looking for a pattern here's a
few that I've included that would work well. You want to choose a pattern that isn't too cut up
because you want a reasonable area on which to collage.
Vogue: 8910, 9068, 8910(it's all cut on bias), 9133, 9039
Butterick: 6332, 6382, 5926, 6328
McCalls: 7288, 7481
Kwik Sew: 3796, 4087, 3531
Burda: 6569
Please fit your pattern before you come to class. Use an old sheet or muslin and make the shell
up.
Second- let's talk about the fabric:
You'll want to use at least 3 to 5 fabrics in your collage. The fabric that you want to use the
most becomes your main fabric and you'll need yardage requirement of the pattern. The rest of
the fabrics are accents and you'll need about .4 to .7m of each. I would get more yardage if I'm
using fewer fabrics and less yardage if I'm using more fabrics.
How do I choose my fabric? I usually use cotton fabrics but any fabric that can be washed can
be used. Find a fabric you love and use that for your main fabric. Make your other choices
around that fabric. Or- choose fabrics that are in a collection. Or- look at pictures, photos that
you like and choose your colours and design from that. It's always better to have too many
fabrics than not enough and they can always go into your stash.
How do I prepare my fabric? Your fabric does not need to be prewashed. If it's already washed
that's ok.
What other fabrics do I need? You'll need a light interlining. I usually use an old sheet or
lightweight muslin. You'll also need a back fabric that'll show on the inside of your jacket unless
you are going to line your jacket separately. For the backing fabric and interlining you need
whatever your pattern asks for in yardage to construct the jacket. If you decide to bind your
jacket like a quilt then you'll need fabric to do so. If you're lining your jacket the yardage will be
on the pattern.
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Third- what else do I need?
 Sewing machine in good working order and manual. Free motion foot and open toe
foot useful. If you don't want to do free motion quilting then you'll have to machine
quilt with your regular foot or an open toe foot.
 Basic sewing supplies
 Sewing thread and threads to quilt your layers together. This is a good time to use your
novelty threads
 Temporary spray adhesive or quilt basting pins
 .25m steam a seam 2
 Your pattern may require some light weight interfacing
 Freezer paper
Homework:
Each student will please come to class with fabric preshrunk.
 Optional: your own chair and/or cushion to sit on, light
 Please put your name on all your supplies.


If you do not have access to any listed supplies please phone or email your order to us
ahead of time to ensure your supplies will be waiting for you when you arrive at the
conference at our on-site store

